Crafting Excellence since 1917

THE REVOLUTIONARY Mu-01
‘SHORT-CROSS’ CHROMATIC
Unique new harps from one of the
ZRUOG·VOHDGLQJ players and inventors

Sigmund Groven - Collection Vol 2
Tradition by the Editor
Sigmund studied and worked with
Tommy Reilly for many years and
this CD is the second of three CDs
using tracks chosen from his 40
years as a recording artist.

Available in Matte Black and Pink Gold

‘Mu-01’
-01’’ Short-Cross’ Chromatic
A revolutionary Short-Cross chromatic harmonica, the ‘μ-01’’ (Mew-01) fea
e tures a sub-slide
which has an inverse movement when the main slide is pressed. As a result, in order to cover
the 6mm aperture, a press of only 3mm is needed, thus halving the efffo
ort and time required
and allowing the musician to play fast musical passages with much greater fluidity.
•
•
•
•
•

12 Holes with 48 To
ones
Unique Short-Cross, Cross-Key function
Newly designed ABS body
To
onal Range: C1-D4
Supplied with Italian Leather case

The first CD, released last year,
contained Harmonica Hits . Volume
2, Tradition , has a Nordic folk
music feel. The third CD, to be
released in 2016, will focus on
Sigmund’s Classical repertoire.

Tradition contains many wellknown selections like Salley
Gardens, Hava Nagila, Serenade,
Bulgarian Wedding Dance , plus
some lyrical Nordic selections like
In the Evening and Wedding March.

The ChromaBender, a 12 hole harp in
Solo tuning that can bend every note
The Irish Session Harp & Slide Diatonic
For a truly authentic Celtic/Irish style
The PowerBender and PowerDraw:
10 hole harps that bend on EVERY draw
note. Get an instant easy new sound!

These CDs are a must for anyone
who wants to hear the chromatic
harmonica played by a master,
doing what it does best, playing
melodic and traditional material
with simple, clean arrangements.
www.sigmundgroven.com

Perfe
ect fo
or Traditional, Folk and Country Music
and Windsaver

Available in all good music stores
Product Code: 2248 or 2248PG - Priced from £575.00
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The amazing Twin-Harmonica System!
Never-before available harmonicas:
The OctaChrom, X-Reed Chromatic,
DoubleChrom, Quartertone Chromatic,
and many more variations to come
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